Here we present results of calculations of emittance growth caused by quantum fluctuations of synchrotron radiation (QFSR) for a 1.5GeV Double-Sided Microtron (DSM) [I]. We did both semi-analytical estimations, employing known twiss parameters for the DSM orbits, and a computer simulation of these stochastical effects using the program SYTRACE [Z]. This showed that the normalized emittance growth was within reasonable limits, by a factor of about 1.5, thus permitting e.g. the installation of small aperture linacs on the DSM axes.
INTRODUCTION
A Double-Sided Microtron (DSM) is being planned to upgrade the three-staged cw racetrack microtron (RTM) cascade MAMI from 0.855GeV to ISGeV. The DSM consists of two rf linacs interconnected by symmetrical pairs of 90" segment magnets (s. fig.1 ). The scheme of the RTM is unpractical in this energy range because of the excessive weight of its end magnets. The relatively strong vertical defocusing by the 45"-pole face inclination at both the beam entrance and the exit of the segment magnets is compensated in the whole energy range by an appropriate field gradient normal to the pole edge [3] . Since the parallel-to-parallel optics in the horizontal plane is not affected by this two-dimensional field gradient, a pair of end magnets acts as energy-dependent effective drift spaces which are specific for the horizontal and vertical planes. Beam focusing is provided by four quadrupole doublets (two of which, Q,&Qi and Q,&Q, are shown in Fig. l) , installed between linacs and 90' end magnets (M,, MJ. The main parameters of the DSM are given in Table  I .
As a consequence of the field gradient, the coherent energy gain per turn is no longer constant, leading to a shift of the central bunch phase during the acceleration process. Investigations of the longitudinal beam dynamics have shown that the stability with respect to small deviations of the accelerator parameters can be improved significantly by operating one of the linacs at the first subharmonic of the DSM frequency. This is possible We used a simplified semi-analytical approach to obtain horizontal emittance dependence on the heam energy and to estimate beam losses. Computer simulation with particle tracking code SYTRACE takes into account the bending magnets field gradient, the possible beam mismatch, the change of beam ellipse parameters under synchrotron radiation and the nonlinear distortions of longitudinal phase space. 
HORIZONTAL EMITTANCE

Semi-analytical estimations
Supposing strict mirror symmetry of the DSM optical scheme in canonical coordinates, uniform end magnet field and following [6] , [7] we obtain the next estimate for the average emittance growth after passage of one pair of end magnets at the i-th half-turn:
where: (~2 ) , is the mean square beam energy spread due to synchrotron radiation per unit of bending angle, E, -beam energy and p,,, a,,, x, -horizontal plane twiss parameters at point 1 (Fig. I) 
where B is field in T and T i -relative beam energy.
Formula ( I ) takes into account that pairs of DSM end magnets are achromatic. Twiss parameters at point 1 are obtained from the known twiss parameters at the linac1 center (see Fig. 2 ) through matrix transformations involving matrices for the half linac, the drift spaces, the quadrupole singlets and the 45' pole face rotation at the entrance of M,. Taking into account the pseudo-damping due to acceleration while neglecting other sources of emittance growth, the average emittance after n turns is:
where ( E )~ and lo are emittance and relative energy at injection.
In Fig. 3 the dependence of DSM horizontal emittance on energy is shown, calculated with formulas For "clean" DSM operation, relative particle losses during acceleration must be of less than 10'. To obtain estimations of the aperture radius bn(i$. providing the transmission of a certain fraction 7 of the beam current at some specific point along the accelerator at the n-th turn, we use: When integrating the equations of motion in the end magnets field, particle energy losses due to the emission of photons are taken into account. At each step for each particle, a photon can be emitted with a probability defined by the particle energy, local trajectory curvature and value of step size. Subsequently to each emitted photon an energy is prescribed, according to the probability function produced from the photon number spectrum. Because the photon number spectrum is divergent for relative photon energy 5 = , L I I , LI < + 0 @< -critical photon energy), it is truncated at {,, =0.002 , producing an increase of 14% of the average energy (,U) of emitted photons. The specific value of e, , is defined by limitations of the memory used to store the uniform step probability function. To have an average electron energy loss per turn U = 2+)( in accordance with the theory, the average number of photons ( . ) emitted per unit angle is decreased by the same value. Because of
can lead to an emittance growth over-estimated by about 14%. Dependence on energy of the horizontal plane rms emittance, calculated with SYTRACE is shown in Fig. 3 by open circles. For the same values of initial emittance, the semi-analytical value at 1.5 GeV is about 4% higher than the numerical one.
Combined with the overestimation described above this means a difference of about 18%. This difference can qualitatively he explained by the fact that for the semi-analytical calculations constant field magnets are used, whereas in the SYTRACE simulations the exact field decay could he taken into account. As can be seen from formula (2) the resulting decrease of the mean magnet field at high energies leads to smaller values for and, consequently, to a smaller emittance growth.
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LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE
The energy spread caused by QFSR after the passage of the beam through a pair end magnets increases from about 2.2 keV at the first DSM orbit to 8.8 keV (rms) 
CONCLUSION
We presented results of semi-analytical and numerical calculations of emittance growth caused by QFSR in a 1.5 GeV double sided microtron. Estimated normalised rms horizontal emittance at maximum energy is about 25 E mmxmrad, while longitudinal emittance is about 120 kevxdegree.
